WASHINGTON MASONIC NATION

MYSTERY BABYLON MOTHER OF HARLOTS CUP FULL OF SAINTS’ BLOOD
The Luciferian false religion of the Masons have copied the Temple to
Washington in a pretext to honor the Father of the Nation. Foremost
Washington was a Mason. For a Mason, such an office and calling is
above any other, including President of the USA. The goals supersede
that of the Republic and/or of its citizens. The Great Work of a Mason
is to Build Lucifer his Temple on Earth, to enthrone him in the chair of
Jupiter, Zeus as he had in Heaven and in Pergamum.

‘I, ISIS am all that has ben,
that is or shall be; No Mortal
man hath ever me unveiled.‘

The Luciferians in part derive their lust for power at the expense of the innocence.
The blood of over 70 million unborn in the USA alone has been the fuel for the Satanic
mode of operation that the American society has capitulated its morals to. At the
expense of a ‘comfortable’ lifestyle and standard of living, America has killed its own
that has had to be replaced by 1000 of immigrant children and families. Such secret
societies use a cloak of righteous and ‘Christian’ virtues and family values so far as
they provide philanthropy to children’s causes to appease their condemned conscious
for the heinous acts of sin they do in the dark. See The Franklin Cover-up: Child

The Luciferian false religion of the Masons and Roman Catholics use
the imagery of pseudo-Christian icon to mask their Light Bearer
god, Lucifer they worship. This ‘Virgin’ is not Mary, the mother of
Jesus but the goddess ISIS, aka Venus, Lucifer in drags that appears often in apparitions and even shed tears of blood in eyes,
hands and feet. It is a deception imposed against the ignorant
masses. This Harlot is of Babylonian Mystery religion of Lucifer
that is supported by the Serpent, the Dragon, the Beast she rides.

Abuse, Satanism, and Murder in Nebraska by John W. DeCamp.

The chalice is a womb of which the
Babylon Mystery Religion will birth and
support the coming birthing of the
AntiChrist from the Chalice that is a n
encrypted womb. Coincidentally, the
hand stances of both are in the form of
the Spider’s legs. Again a picture of
who is nourishing and developing this
AntiChrist until it is born.

The chalice is a mockery of the cup of
redemption Jesus last drank from at
the LORD’s Supper. The owl is one of
the symbols of Moloch, the god of
abortion as in baby sacrifices. The
spider is one in which its venomous
bite will paralyze its victims as with sin
as it sucks the life of its host. Such
have the Mason with America.
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The spider is descending from
the capstone, the ‘Eye of Lucifer’
that will be revealed to the
world one day. The spider’s
venom has produced the AntiChrist as if it has nourished it to
fruition and eventual birth as
the chalice symbolizes.

Red Dragon giving the power to the
AntiChrist by way of the Spider as
he descends to take his seat on the
throne that his Builders have made
for him, i.e., the 3rd Temple in
Jerusalem and between the Cherub.
In essence, a King Cherub seeking
to rule all this is and above YHVH.

An ingenious encryption of the outstretched owl, a black
widow spider hanging down on a tread from the capstone,
and the Chalice that represents also a womb birth the
AntiChrist. The Masonic emblem is configured as the ‘mark’
of the black widow that morphs into a Satanic Hexagram. A
hexagram is the most power emblem of the Luciferian occult
to conjure up demons through sorcery and ritualistic magic. It
is also reminiscent of the Rothschild coat of arms, a red shield
that had the red hexagram.

